
Around the World with Max and Lemon 
Which Homophone?

Homophones are words 
that sound the same but 
have different spellings 
and meanings.

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. There’s no                          exactly like you. (one/won)

2. “Hmm, I’m                          sure,” said Max. (knot/not)

3. Let’s find out                          ourselves. (for/four)

4. Max packed a rucksack with everything that she and  
Lemon                          need. (would/wood)

5. In the                       ocean, Max made a friend called Adam. (blew/blue)

6. She drew                          special pictures. (two/too) 

night knight

Choose the correct word to match each picture.
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Homophones are words 
that sound the same but 
have different spellings 
and meanings.

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. There’s no  one  exactly like you. (one/won)

2. “Hmm, I’m  not  sure,” said Max. (knot/not)

3. Let’s find out  for  ourselves. (for/four)

4. Max packed a rucksack with everything that she and Lemon  would  
need. (would/wood)

5. In the  blue  ocean, Max made a friend called Adam. (blew/blue)

6. She drew  two  special pictures. (two/too) 

night knight

Choose the correct word to match each picture.
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Around the World with Max and Lemon 
Which Homophone?

Homophones are words 
that sound the same but 
have different spellings 
and meanings.

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. “There are                            other toys that look like you, Lemon,” she 
said. (no/know)

2. There’s no                            exactly like you! (one/won)

3. You could travel the                            world and not find a single person 
who is exactly the same as you. (whole/hole)

4.                            are unique. (ewe/you)

5. “Hmm, I’m                            sure,” said Max. (knot/not)

6. Let’s find out                            ourselves. (for/four)

7. Max packed a rucksack with everything that she and Lemon                            
need. (would/wood)

8. On a tall mountain, Max                            a friend called Anka. 
(maid/made)

9. She drew                            special pictures. (two/too)

10. She said goodbye to her new friend and headed on her                           . 
(weigh/way)

11. In the                            ocean, Max made a friend called Adam. (blew/blue)

12. “I made lots of                            friends,” said Max. (new/knew)

night knight
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Homophones are words 
that sound the same but 
have different spellings 
and meanings.

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. “There are   no   other toys that look like you, Lemon,” she said.  
(no/know)

2. There’s no   one   exactly like you! (one/won)

3. You could travel the   whole   world and not find a single person who is 
exactly the same as you. (whole/hole)

4.   You   are unique. (ewe/you)

5. “Hmm, I’m   not   sure,” said Max. (knot/not)

6. Let’s find out   for   ourselves. (for/four)

7. Max packed a rucksack with everything that she and Lemon   would   
need. (would/wood)

8. On a tall mountain, Max   made   a friend called Anka. (maid/made)

9. She drew   two   special pictures. (two/too)

10. She said goodbye to her new friend and headed on her   way  . 
(weigh/way)

11. In the   blue   ocean, Max made a friend called Adam. (blew/blue)

12. “I made lots of   new   friends,” said Max. (new/knew)
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4.                            are unique. (ewe/you)
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6. Let’s find out                            ourselves. (for/four)

7. Max packed a rucksack with everything that she and Lemon                            
need. (would/wood)

8. On a tall mountain, Max                            a friend called Anka. 
(maid/made)

9. She drew                            special pictures. (two/too)

10. She said goodbye to her new friend and headed on her                           . 
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11. In the                            ocean, Max made a friend called Adam. 
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12. “I made lots of                            friends,” said Max. (new/knew)
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there their they’re here hear

see sea bare bear

sun son be bee

Around the World with Max and Lemon 
Which Homophone?

Use the word bank below to write your own sentences. Make sure that 
you have used the correct homophone.
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Homophones are words 
that sound the same but 
have different spellings 
and meanings.

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.
1. “There are   no   other toys that look like you, Lemon,” she said.  

(no/know)

2. There’s no   one   exactly like you! (one/won)

3. You could travel the   whole   world and not find a single person who is 
exactly the same as you. (whole/hole)

4.   You   are unique. (ewe/you)

5. “Hmm, I’m   not   sure,” said Max. (knot/not)

6. Let’s find out   for   ourselves. (for/four)

7. Max packed a rucksack with everything that she and Lemon   would   
need. (would/wood)

8. On a tall mountain, Max   made   a friend called Anka. (maid/made)

9. She drew   two   special pictures. (two/too)

10. She said goodbye to her new friend and headed on her   way  . 
(weigh/way)

11. In the   blue   ocean, Max made a friend called Adam. (blew/blue)

12. “I made lots of   new   friends,” said Max. (new/knew)

Use the word bank below to write your own sentences. Make sure that 
you have used the correct homophone. 
Accept any sentences that use the homophones correctly.
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